
Communication: 
train the trainer 

T03- 03 Teacher and Trainer 

 
"Leave others better than how you initially thought" (TDB) 

 
The “Teacher and Trainer” course is intended as a train the trainer or teach the teacher program with 
the focus on acquisition and application of presentation and didactic skills, building a training or 
lesson, providing insight into practical methods and smart learn to deal with difficult participants and 
situations. The aim is to learn how to transfer something to others in an interesting and inspiring 
way. 

This training provides a solid foundation to make your own course, workshop, training or education 
more effective, useful, enthusiastic and interactive. The training is given by an experienced trainer 
and teacher who will stimulate and motivate you with many tips and tricks and the provision of 
useful tools. He will help you evolve from your field into a successful professional trainer and trainer. 

By a balanced mix of theory, exercises with video recordings, exchange of experience with the trainer 
and the other participants, you analyse your current approach and systematically fill a suitcase of 
tools that take your training style to the next level. 

During the training, the different pillars of a successful and professional training are extensively 
discussed: the preparation, the learning process, the didactic approach and your own accents and 
style as a trainer or teacher. 

This unique training gives you the opportunity to rise above yourself, provide substantive 
communication and inspire others. The skills acquired from this 'learn and do' course will contribute 
to the realization of the vision, values and objectives of your organization and your personal 
objectives and the acquisition of the necessary skills. 

  
Dutch (English on demand) 

 

In-house trainers and instructors, training managers and training managers who give 
training courses themselves, consultants or trainers affiliated with training institutes, 
teachers and teachers, in short anyone who wants to convey a subject in an 
interesting way to groups 

  

Date to be determined 

  
2 days (16 hrs) 

  

Place to be determined 

  

15 places available 

  
Open training: 790 euros / person 



In-company training tailored to your company is possible. 
In personal coaching, a specific tailor-made process can also be agreed upon. Inquire 
without obligation about the conditions and possibilities. 
 

 

 
Certificate “Teacher and Trainer” 

 
 
 
 
 


